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Abstract—This paper presents a deep-learning mechanism for classifying computer generated images and photographic images. The proposed method accounts for a convolutional layer capable of automatically learning correlation between neighbouring pixels. In the current form, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) will learn features based on an image's content instead of the structural features of the image. The layer is particularly designed to subdue an image's content and robustly learn the sensor pattern noise features (usually inherited from image processing in a camera) as well as the statistical properties of images. The paper was assessed on latest natural and computer generated images, and it was concluded that it performs better than the current state of the art methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, with the developments in computer software, generating realistic computer generated images (RCG) has become a much easier and achievable task. This software render images which are very tough to differentiate from natural images by the human eye. While their emergence has revolutionised the multimedia industry providing ability to create realistic animations and images conveniently, they could as well pose a grave security threat to the public if used. In the current form, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) will learn features based on an image's content instead of the structural features of the image. The layer is particularly designed to subdue an image's content and robustly learn the sensor pattern noise features (usually inherited from image processing in a camera) as well as the statistical properties of images. Hence, distinguishing CG from NI has become an important topic in the field of image forensics [2], attracting a lot of attention in the past decade.

Deep learning has achieved great success, in recent times, showcasing its effectiveness in many new fields. The CNN, amongst other deep neural networks, have the capability to obtain higher order features automatically and efficiently decrease its complexity and dimensionality [6].

While CNNs have played a major role in tasks such as object classification and image segmentation, where the networks were expected to learn features based on image content, their contribution in problems demanding learning of features based on image statistics automatically has been limited. Reference [1] solved this problem by proposing a special convolutional layer and used it in the detection of image manipulation techniques such as Gaussian blurring and Median filtering. They suggest that certain regional relationships prevail between pixels which are independent of the content of the image. Motivated by this observation, the paper uses the special layer as a primary filter and puts forward a deep convolutional network architecture for approaching the problem of classifying CG and NI. This layer allows the CNN to learn certain statistical properties such as residual signals and sensor pattern noise added to the image on processing by digital cameras.

Similar to the approach in [3], the networks in the paper are trained on image patches of a smaller size than the image. While breaking down a huge image into small patches indeed leads to a huge loss in statistical information and hence the features learned, it makes the proposed approach feasible for detection of regional splicing and also provides for a much lower execution time. Further, after training modified networks on various image patch sizes, it was observed that the results tend to saturate with the increase of sizes. Hence, it illustrates that, despite dividing the image into smaller and computationally feasible patches, the proposed network successfully extracts the statistical correlation of pixels in individual patches to predict the outcome of the original image. Further, the proposed method was observed to work and make high accuracy predictions on images of varying JPEG compression quality factors exhibiting the robustness of the trained model.

The paper is formulated as follows: Section II contains the related work, Section III explains the new convolutional layer, while Section IV describes the overall architecture of the proposed network. Sections V and VI provide the details of the dataset, results and comparisons with state of the art methods.

II. RELATED WORK

Classifying and distinguishing PG from CG is firmly related to the performance of computer graphics and rendering software in developing realistic images by nature. [10] is one of the earlier papers to highlight the distinction of CG from PG images primarily detected in the image smoothness due to triangles.

In recent times, some researchers have successfully utilized deep learning to find solutions to problems concerned with image forensics, such as image manipulation detection [1], where Bayar et al. focus on extracting features based on statistical correlation between pixels of the image. Researchers have also utilized deep learning in camera model identification [14], [4], steganalysis [5], copy move forgery detection [2].
Farid and Lyu [9] applied High-order wavelet statistics in digital forensics. They presented a method to detect steganography and proposed an approach applying it to distinguish CG from PG. In this and later works, the image is decomposed into a “wavelet-like” structure, to generate a vector containing features, and these features are used by machine learning algorithms for classification.

Dirik et al. [11] suggested that the difference between CG and PG images mainly lies in the sensor noise pattern of the image, although [12] speculated that the edges of an image are more essential in this issue. [13] used histograms on wavelet filtered data before its classification.

A fine-tuned CNN inspired approach was presented by Gando et al. [15]. This work outperformed other models, inclusive of all the custom CNN-based models and traditionally applied models which used precalculated features. Their model is capable of automatically distinguishing illustrations from photographs.

A custom pooling layer was presented by Rahmouni et al. [3] to excerpt sensor pattern noise features and a CNN to distinguish lifelike computer-generated graphics from photographic images. They further used a scheme based on weighted voting to anticipate the label of the whole image by aggregating the local estimates of class probabilities.

### III. CONVOLUTIONAL LAYER

As suggested in [1], the crucial concept behind using the modified convolutional layer is that, certain regional structural relations lie amidst image pixels and are not dependent on the image’s content. The correlations between pixels in photographic images differ from those amongst images generated by computer. As a result, the classifier should determine the relationship between a pixel and its surroundings while simultaneously concealing image’s content. In order to ensure this, some prediction error filters have to be forced on to the first convolutional layer.

Prediction error filters are filters that foresee the value of the pixel at the center of the filter. This value is then subtracted to yield the prediction error. All of the K filters \( w_k^{(1)} \) in the first layer of the CNN have the following restraints placed on them:

\[
\begin{align*}
    w_k^{(1)}(0,0) &= -l \\
    \sum_{l,m \neq 0} w_k^{(1)}(l,m) &= l
\end{align*}
\]

where \( w_k^{(1)}(l,m) \) is the filter weight at the \((l,m)\) position and \( w_k^{(1)}(l,m) \) is the filter weight at the center of the filter window.

### IV. PROPOSED METHOD

As proposed in [3], the input images are first divided into N patches each of dimension 100 × 100. The particular size is chosen as a tradeoff; if too large a size increases training time of the classifier, while too small a size leads to loss of statistical information. The patches obtained undergo an image filtering step, and the outputs are probabilities of the patch belonging to CG or NI category. In the next step, the image is classified by aggregating the results of all the patches contained in the image using two different types of aggregation functions.

#### A. Patch Classification

This section presents the proposed CNN architecture (addressed as SL+5 throughout the paper) for performing classification between CG and PG image. Fig. 4 shows the suggested CNN architecture and some precise information about the dimensions of all the layers. The network has eight layers, firstly the suggested new convolution layer, five sets of typical convolutional layers to which batch normalization and average pooling operations are applied. They are followed by two fully connected layers. An input layer is used to feed images into the CNN, known as the data layer. The input to the first layer is a 100×100 image.

The first layer in the network is the convolutional layer discussed in Section III. The later sections explain the detailed steps of the overall architecture of the network following the...
new convolutional layer.

Fig. 4 Proposed Network Architecture of SL+5, f and k denote the number of filters and kernel size respectively.

B. Typical Convolutional Layer

Let \( w \times h \times c \) be the input image to a regular convolutional layer (where \( w \) is the width, \( h \) is the height and \( c \) is the number of feature maps or alternatively number of channels in the input image). Further let the layer consist of \( k \) kernel filters of size \( a \times a \). The filter is slid over all the \( a \times a \) regions of the input image and convolved with it with an overlying distance known as stride, to produce the output image.

A convolutional layer is regularly succeeded by the application of a nonlinear function enforced in an activation layer. This nonlinear function is applied on to each pixel value. A Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), i.e., function(x) = \( \max(0,x) \) [18] was used. It has been demonstrated that the training time for a CNN with ReLU function as a neural activation is subsequently less in real life [17].

C. Pooling and Batch Normalization Layers

After every typical convolutional layer, an overlapping average-pooling layer was applied. The main task of a pooling layer is to cut down the special size of the data flowing through the network and lower the resolution of the image and make it robust to learn high level features. The functioning of the pooling layer is such that it computes the average value in every locality at various positions. This task is done by using a kernel size of 2 and a stride of 1. Following the average-pooling layers is Batch Normalization which reduces the amount by which the hidden unit values shift around (covariance shift). It also allows each layer of a network to learn by itself, independent of other layers.

D. Fully-Connected Layers

The network consists of two fully connected layers, the first one having 128 neurons with ReLu activation followed by a class determining fully connected layer having two neurons (one per class) with SoftMax activation. The input to the first Fully-Connected Layer is the output of the previous layer flattened.

The network aims to minimize the binary cross-entropy loss function commonly used in classification problems and uses Adam’s algorithm for training the network.

E. Output Aggregation

To predict the outcome of the complete image from the classification probabilities of image patches obtained from the network above, an output aggregation function is used. This successfully incorporates the statistical correlation of pixels in individual patches to predict the outcome of the original image.

For this, two methods are used: - a weighted voting scheme where each patch of the input image contributes its difference of the log of probability of the label [3] and a majority voting scheme where the label occurring in the majority of patches is assumed as the label for full size image.

V. DATASET

The proposed deep learning based approach was compared with the existing state of the art methods in [3]. The same dataset of photographic and computer generated images used in [3] is deployed here. It consists of 1800 computer-generated graphics and 1800 natural images.

The computer-generated graphics were taken from the Level Design Reference Database [7], which consists around 55,000 screenshots of video games. Game toolbars, Subtitles and other non-real elements were cropped out from the images.

The photographic images are obtained from the RAISE dataset [8] which consists of an ample variety of outdoor and indoor scenarios such as faces, people, countrysides and different man-made items (e.g. buildings, motor vehicles), etc. of varying dimensions. All of these natural images were obtained in NEF data format.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>SL</th>
<th>Conv1</th>
<th>Conv2</th>
<th>Conv3</th>
<th>Conv4</th>
<th>Conv5</th>
<th>FC1</th>
<th>FC2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SL+5</td>
<td>( f \times k (5,5) )</td>
<td>( f \times k (5,5) )</td>
<td>( f \times k (5,5) )</td>
<td>( f \times k (5,5) )</td>
<td>( f \times k (1,1) )</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL+4</td>
<td>( f \times k (5,5) )</td>
<td>( f \times k (5,5) )</td>
<td>( f \times k (5,5) )</td>
<td>( f \times k (5,5) )</td>
<td>( f \times k (1,1) )</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL+3</td>
<td>( f \times k (5,5) )</td>
<td>( f \times k (5,5) )</td>
<td>( f \times k (5,5) )</td>
<td>( f \times k (5,5) )</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL+2</td>
<td>( f \times k (5,5) )</td>
<td>( f \times k (5,5) )</td>
<td>( f \times k (5,5) )</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I

ARCHITECTURES FOR PATCH CLASSIFICATION
VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

The 3600 RAW images files in the dataset were compressed to JPEG images of different Quality Factors (78, 85, and 95) to form three datasets. Three different databases using these 3600 images were made and different tests were carried out on them. All classes were split into training, testing and validation as 70%, 20%, and 10% of the dataset, forming the Full-size database. Finally, 55,000 patches sized at 100 × 100 were extracted for training, 15,000 patches for testing and 7,000 patches for validating the patch classifier.

Implementation of all our networks was done on Keras deep learning framework with TensorFlow backend. The experiments were run on Tesla K80 GPU with 61 GB RAM. For training, Adam’s algorithm was used tuned a learning rate of $10^{-4}$ and momentum exponential decay rates $\beta_1 = 0.9$ and $\beta_2 = 0.99$. The batch size for training and testing was set to 32 images.

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Patch Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SL+5</td>
<td>90.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL+4</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL+3</td>
<td>85.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL+2</td>
<td>82.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Factor</th>
<th>Patch-wise Accuracy</th>
<th>Full image Accuracy (MV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>89.90</td>
<td>99.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>90.05</td>
<td>99.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>90.23</td>
<td>99.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Weighted Voting</th>
<th>Majority Voting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rahmouni et al. [3]</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>91.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL+5</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Patch Classification

The different architectures experimented on are shown in Table I (SL+5 denotes architecture with Special Layer followed by five convolutional layers and so on) where $f$ and $k$ denote the number of filters and kernel size respectively. These architectures differ by the number of convolution layers following the special layer as well as the kernel sizes and number of filters per layer. The database with JPEG images of Quality factor 95 was used to train and test all the four architectures introduced in the experiment.

It was observed that three of the four architectures fared better in patch classification than the state of art method, and SL+5 showed a steep increase of 5.43% in patch wise accuracy proving to be the best suited of the proposed architectures. These results are recorded in Table II. The validation accuracy (for patches) and training loss observed for the four architectures and the state of the art method are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively.

B. JPEG Dataset of Different Quality Factors

To further evaluate the model SL+5, it was trained and tested on the three databases of quality factor 75, 85, and 95. The Patch-wise accuracy and full-size image accuracy, computed using Majority Voting (MV), were evaluated and are listed in Table III. Minimal variation was observed in the accuracy with respect to the quality factor. The images with highest resolution, i.e. quality factor 95 showed the best accuracy as expected.

C. Full-Size Image Classification

For a fair comparison (in terms of classifying the full-size images), between the best suited architecture SL+5 and the state of the art method, the model in [3] was also evaluated, with both majority voting scheme and weighted voting scheme. The results are recorded in Table IV. It was observed that the proposed model outperformed [3] under both schemes and gave an accuracy of 100% using Majority Voting Scheme.

**Fig. 5 Validation accuracy**
VII. CONCLUSION

This paper incorporates the idea of introducing a special convolution layer that focuses on correlation between pixels in the problem of distinguishing computer generated and natural images. To challenge the proposed algorithm with the most naturalistic computer graphic images, screenshots from lifelike video-games were used. 100% accuracy was observed in classifying full size images, and this is an improvement over many state of the art methods in classifying patches of images.
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